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STEBEO PHASlil EQUALISERS

1. INTRODUCTION

Interchaimel phase differences on stereo circuits are due to two main

causes. These are:-

(a) different len^hs of line for the two circuits giving rise to a
difference in the delay, and

(b) different equipment giving rise to different phase characteristics.
(See figure l).
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Figure 1; Phase differences between stereo circuits

To correct for the delay errors a delay network can be used. For

the smaller phase errors due to different equipment a fine phase equaliser

is used. These equalisers are referred to as 'Delay Equalisers* and

'Phase Equalisers' respectively.

2. PHASE EQUALISERS

2.1 H.F. Correction

These are based on the simple lattice network shown in Figure 2.
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c» o/pEiguje 2: Lattice Phase Equaliser

At low frequencies the signal passes throu^ the inductors while at

hi^ frequencies it passes throu^ the capacitors.

This causes a phase inversion from low to high frequencies.

L 2
If = 600 and the circuit is terminated in 600 ohms it can he

shown that it has no loss but only varies the phase. Its input impedance

is also 600 ohm resistive.
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Figure 3: Phase characteristic of lattice phase eqiifllisto-r

At a frequency f^ given by f^ =

= 600 at this frequency).
27iJi,C»

the phase shift is 90°.

2.2 L.F. Correction

The above type of equaliser is suitable for h.f. phase correction.

For l.f. correction an equaliser with 180° phase shift at l.f. and zero at
h.f. is requia?ed. This may be achieved by either changing over the Ls
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and Cs or reversing the connections to one end of the network, (see

figure 4)*
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Figu2?e 4; l.F. Phase Equaliser (simnlified)

The phase characteristic of the l.f. section is shown in figure 5•

phase
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Figure 5: Characteristic of L.F. nhasft

1 L* 2
Again 77- = 600 and f =
^ C o
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A problem arises with l.f. phase equalisers due to the resistance of

the inductors (r*). This may be compensated by inserting resistances
(R = r*) in series with the capacitors and a further pair of resistors
(R* ) across the input and output connections. (See figure 6).
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Figure 6; L.F. Phase Corrector

The equivalent circuit can "be shewn to he an attenuator and loss-less

phase Equaliser in tandem (see Figure ?)•

R = r» ,.C
1 1
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R"*

R = r'
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. Figure 7: Equivalent circuit of Figure 6

R* is chosen so as to make the resistive network into a 600 ohm

attenuator.

With the h.f. sections the inductor winding resistances are less than

one ohm and may be ignored.

In some oases the two inductors are wound on the same core so as to

reduce the winding resistance. A 'T* equivalent circuit is used on the

h.f. sections of some equalisers.
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2.5 Complete Eotialiser

The fulle phase equaliser consists of 12 sections, 6 l.f, and 6 h.f.

A switch is provided for each section which enables it to be connected in

the A leg, B leg or neither. With the l.f. sections equivalent attenuators

are connected instead of the phase equaliser to keep the overall loss

constant (See figure 8).
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Figure 8; Switching arrangements of L.F. Phase Equalisers

Rep ►coils are provided at the input and output of both A and B paths.
The equaliser sections are labelled 1 to 12. 1 is the extreme hif.

section and has an inductance (L) of ImH. The sections are spaced at
octave intervals down to Section 6. (l = 32mH).

Section 12 the extreme l.f, section, has an inductance (L* ) = 8H.
The l.f. sections are spread at octave intervals up to section 7 (l* = 0.25H),

Masks are provided which are used in a similar manner to EVJ and EV5
masks. Curves are provided for various combinations of h.f. sections.
The mask is reversed for use with l.f. sections. (See figures 9 and 10).
The masks are calibrated for 20° per cm scale.

Curve e is the basic curve for a single section equaliser.
Curve b has adjacent sections in the same leg of the line, e.g. bj

requires Sections 3 and 2 in the same leg.
The appropriate index number is read off against IkHz on the graph

paper.

With a section in each leg of the line curves f, g & h result
e.g. g4 requires section 4 in one leg and section 2 in the other.
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BdC COMMUNICATIONS OCPT
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Figure 9: Phase Equaliser Mask (reduced scale).
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Figure 10; Phase Equaliser Mask (reverse view).
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3. DEMY EQUALISERS

3-1 Basic Circuit

The basic foim of delay equaliser (known as the D2 Equaliser) is

required to have a flat delay characteristic up to 15kHz. The network

chosen is a standard bridged-T phase equaliser similar to the type used
for television. (See figure 11).
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Figure 11; Delay Ea\ialiser Configuration

The delay-frequency characteristic of the network depends on the

.liratio'.

With= 15kHz (also= 15kHz)
271 /lC 271 Jl'C*

a delay of 53 l^s, flat up to 15kHz can be achieved. The L/C ratio
required is 0.81.
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Phase

Figure 12; Delay and Phase Characteristics of 35 us Section
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The perfomance of the equaliser may he considered as follows. At

l.f. C* presents a hi^ impedance and L a low impedance. The signal thus

passes strai^t throu^ with no phase shift. (Piguare 13(a)).

At f^ the L*, C* path has zero impedance and the L, C path high

impedance. The input then appears across the input winding of L. This

couples the signal into the other half of L in the reverse phase i.e.

introducing 180° phase shift.
,C C

^/o
I c =

J
V

(a) at l.f.(h) at f

Pigure 15: Performance of delay equaliser

At h.f. the signal passes straight throu^ C as L* are hi^ impedance.

Thus the maximum phase shift tends to 560°.

A smaller section is also used giving 17 [is delay.

The full D2 equaliser has 5 switches which switch in 17» 35» 50, 100

and 200 |is, these being made up of combinations of the two basic sections.

The total delay for one 3)2 equaliser is then 4OO M^s. This can cope with

a path difference of about 40 miles of imloaded line. Por greater

delays more D2 equalisers are used.

The whole equaliser is plugged into the A or B leg as appropriate.

A further equaliser, the *D3*, is available with a 'non-linear* phase-

frequency characteristic. This is used with li^tly loaded lines and is

designed to fit l6mH/0.0914km/lmm Cable.
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Figure 14: Delay characteristic of D2 and D5 equalisers

With D3 equalisers a 100(is delay helow 5hHz would introduce 5^° per

kHz phase shift. At ahout lOkHz it introduces ahout 90° per kHz. With
D2 equalisers the phase shift is 5^° per kHz for 100|is over the whole
hand.

3.2 Use of the D2 and D5 eqTialisers

There are two methods of establishing how much delay correction is

required. These involve a) the use of masks and b) a calculation.

Masks are available for D2 and DJ equalisers, for both * standard

scale* (20°/cm) and 'special scale' (lOO°/cm) graph paper. When the
path difference is of only one type of line (i.e. only loaded or only

•unloaded), the graph can be drawn for the phase-frequency characteristic

and the masks used to establish the equaliser setting.

The alternative method can be qiiicker as no graphs have to be plotted

but involves a calculation. The phase difference between 4 and 5 vft?: is

measured. From this the delay is calculated as follows

360° between 4 smd 5 l^Bz would correspond to one cycle per kHz and its
delay would then be 1ms.

Thus X° between 4 and 5 l^z corresponds to ms.

The nearest delay setting on a D2 equaliser is then inserted and the

phase response is checked.

When the path difference involves both loaded and unloaded lines D2

and D3 equalisers are required. As they both have the same characteristic

up to about 5kHz the phase characteristic is first equalised to about 5kHz
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by one of the methods mentioned above.

The response above 5kHz is then checked and if there is a large phase

difference which cannot be removed with the simple phase equalisers the

following procedure can be used:-

With a frequency of about 8kHz being sent add ]33 equalisation in 17|J.s

steps while taking the same amount out of the H2. This will keep the

delay constant up to 5kHz. This procedure is carried out until the error

at 8kHz is a minimum.

If this procedure makes matters worse it may be that the D3 has to be

in the other leg of the stereo pair. If some D3 delay is added in the

other leg then the same amount of 1)2 must be added in the first leg.

This trial and error system will usually give results quite quickly.

W

R.L. .Kendall/VC
26th October 1976




